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How to live with the VO WS standard How to live with the VO WS standard 

 GWS WG is preparing a common VO IF GWS WG is preparing a common VO IF 
 UWS, CEA, UWS, CEA, VOStoreVOStore ……

 There will be a more global standard: Grid by GGFThere will be a more global standard: Grid by GGF
 Will what we are defining in the Will what we are defining in the SkyNodeSkyNode spec will be spec will be 

deprecated ?deprecated ?
 No. ( at least I think so )No. ( at least I think so )
 We are defining We are defining SkyNodeSkyNode specific interface, and the specific interface, and the 

interface is simpler and easier to use than the general interface is simpler and easier to use than the general 
standard interface.standard interface.



Hierarchy of Protocol Hierarchy of Protocol 

SkyNodeSIAP/SSAP VO WS

Data Service

Grid

 Capability of the data service is increased by adapting the Capability of the data service is increased by adapting the 
higher level protocolhigher level protocol

 But complexity  is also increasedBut complexity  is also increased
 Adapt appropriate interface which matches the scale or Adapt appropriate interface which matches the scale or 

required visibility of the data service.required visibility of the data service.
 VOQL WG defines the interface that has more capability VOQL WG defines the interface that has more capability 

than SIAP/SSAP and is simpler than VO WS.than SIAP/SSAP and is simpler than VO WS.



Proposal of new interface Proposal of new interface 
 VodataVodata = = performQuery(performQuery(adqlCoreadqlCore, format) , format) 
 VodataVodata = = performQuery(adqlperformQuery(adql, , votablevotable, format) , format) 

 There was a There was a xmatchxmatch() interface in earlier version but is was () interface in earlier version but is was 
hidden by hidden by executePlanexecutePlan inerfaceinerface. It is worthwhile to have this . It is worthwhile to have this 
interface independent of interface independent of executePlanexecutePlan..

 JobidJobid = = performQueryAsync(adqlperformQueryAsync(adql, , votablevotable, format, , format, 
listenerURLlistenerURL))

 StatusStatus = = performPolling(jobidperformPolling(jobid))
 ““StatusStatus”” shows whether the query is running or finished. If shows whether the query is running or finished. If 

finished it gives an URL to retrieve the data.finished it gives an URL to retrieve the data.

 destroy(jobiddestroy(jobid))
 Remove all the resources generated by the jobRemove all the resources generated by the job



What should "select into" returns ? What should "select into" returns ? 
empty empty votablevotable ? ? 

 This query should be used only for This query should be used only for 
performQueryAsyncperformQueryAsync() interface ?() interface ?



Cross match proposalCross match proposal
 Which algorithm should the Which algorithm should the xmatchxmatch--able able skynodeskynode

support ?support ?
 Chi2 calculation Chi2 calculation vsvs angular distanceangular distance

 ““angular distanceangular distance”” based cross match as a primary based cross match as a primary 
algorithm algorithm  all the all the xmatchxmatch--able able skynodeskynode must support must support 
this.this.

 ““chi2 calculationchi2 calculation”” based cross match as an advanced based cross match as an advanced 
functionality of the functionality of the xmatchxmatch--able able skynodeskynode..

 Any other algorithms may be supported.Any other algorithms may be supported.
 Supported algorithms (function names) should be Supported algorithms (function names) should be 

exposed by metadata interfaceexposed by metadata interface



SkynodeSkynode classification. classification. 

 Only the two Only the two calssificationcalssification is not enough : is not enough : 
BASIC and FULL BASIC and FULL 

 At least following types will exist:At least following types will exist:
 BASIC BASIC SkynodeSkynode
 FILE UPLOADABLE FILE UPLOADABLE SkynodeSkynode
 Cross match support Cross match support SkynodeSkynode
 ExecutePalnExecutePaln support support SkynodeSkynode
 AsyncAsync SkynodeSkynode



Content of a returned Content of a returned VOTableVOTable. . 
 The order of the FIELD should be the same as the order The order of the FIELD should be the same as the order 

in the selection list, which enables to access to the data by in the selection list, which enables to access to the data by 
index id.index id.

 If If ““**”” is specified in the selection list, the order should be is specified in the selection list, the order should be 
decided on the server side.decided on the server side.

 All the column metadata should be properly set to the All the column metadata should be properly set to the 
FILED attributesFILED attributes

 ““NameName”” attribute of the FIELD should have a qualified attribute of the FIELD should have a qualified 
column name. Qualifier should be a table alias namecolumn name. Qualifier should be a table alias name
 <<tableAliastableAlias>.<>.<columnNamecolumnName>>

 Column metadata that cannot be set to the FIELD Column metadata that cannot be set to the FIELD 
attribute may be set by using <VALUES> tag.attribute may be set by using <VALUES> tag.
 <VALUES><OPTION name=<VALUES><OPTION name=““meta:namemeta:name””

value=value=““valuevalue””/></VALUES>/></VALUES>
 This is not the correct usage of <VALUES> tag, butThis is not the correct usage of <VALUES> tag, but……



Table data model Table data model 
 Define table classes according to the contents of the table Define table classes according to the contents of the table 

 General, General, ObjectCatalogObjectCatalog, , ObjectBrigthnessCatalogObjectBrigthnessCatalog, , 
ObservationCatalogObservationCatalog, Image, Spectrum, Image, Spectrum

 For each table class, define columns that must be included. For each table class, define columns that must be included. 
Use Use utypeutype..
 General General  no requirementno requirement
 ObjectCatalogObjectCatalog  utypeutype = id, = id, pos.rapos.ra, , pos.decpos.dec
 ObjectBrightnessCatalogObjectBrightnessCatalog  id, id, pos.rapos.ra, , pos.decpos.dec, , brightness[ibrightness[i], ], 

wavelength_range[iwavelength_range[i]]
 ObservationCatalogObservationCatalog  TBDTBD
 Image Image  defined in SIAPdefined in SIAP
 Spectrum Spectrum  defined in SSAPdefined in SSAP



Metadata: metadata tables Metadata: metadata tables vsvs tables tables 
& columns interface. & columns interface. 

 Do we need two ways to access to the metadata ?Do we need two ways to access to the metadata ?
 Use metadata tables to get more precise Use metadata tables to get more precise 

information about table and column metadata.information about table and column metadata.
 Use tables and columns interface to get metadata Use tables and columns interface to get metadata 

defined as defined as ““must providemust provide””. . 
 Metadata table Metadata table ““tablestables”” and and ““columnscolumns”” should have should have 

columns that defined as mandatory.columns that defined as mandatory.
 Metadata table Metadata table ““tablestables”” and and ““columnscolumns”” may have may have 

columns that is specific to the service.columns that is specific to the service.



How to manage the ADQL versionsHow to manage the ADQL versions
 Service may be implemented with any public version of ADQLService may be implemented with any public version of ADQL
 Service should expose the supported versions as metadataService should expose the supported versions as metadata

SkyNode A

SkyNode B
(service uses the 

functionality 
of v1.0 so does not 

support v0.7.4)

SkyNode C
(difficult to 

enforce this to 
all the services)

v0.7.4

v1.0

v0.7.4

v0.8

v1.0

Translation

v1.0

Client App A
v0.7.4

Client App B
v0.7.4

v1.0
v0.8

 I suggest that the multiple I suggest that the multiple 
version functionality is version functionality is 
implemented on client side, implemented on client side, 
since the number of client since the number of client 
app is fewer than the service.app is fewer than the service.


